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Every photographer, from weekend enthusiast to professional, can learn by studying the "greats". In

Why Photographs Work, author/photographer George Barr analyzes 52 striking images by some of

the world's top photographers. Accompanying Barr's analysis of each image is an explanation by

the photographer describing the circumstances of making the image, including not only the how, but

also the why. Also included is each photographer's biography, a reference to his or her websites

and publications, and brief technical descriptions of the equipment used in making each image. With

guidance from Barr, we learn to decipher that certain intangible "something" that makes an image

go beyond the ordinary. As we gain an understanding of and appreciation for the elements that

make an image truly great, we are bound to improve our own images as well.Included are images

by:Charles Cramer, Bruce Barnbaum, Harald Mante, Dan Burkholder, Nick Brandt, Hans Strand,

Roman Loranc, Huntington Witherill, Susan Burnstine, Ryuijie, Beth Moon, Phil Borges, Shaun

O'Boyle, David Ward, Michael Levin, Michael Reichmann, Michael Kenna, Cole Thompson, George

Jerkovich, Bengt Ekelberg, Sandra Davis, Brian Kosoff, Joe Lipka, Gordon Lewis, Lawrence

Chrismas, Craig Richards, and many more.
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George Barr is a photographer living in Calgary, Canada. Serious about photography since age 12,

working initially with a WWII Zeiss Ikonta in a basement-bathroom "darkroom", he has progressed

through medium format, 4X5, and now digital SLR's. He earns his living as a family doctor with a



special interest in psychiatry but his primary passion has always been the fine art print.Major

milestones include learning to make quality prints from Fred Picker, learning to really "see"

photographs from Hubert Hohn of the Edmonton Art Gallery, looking at Edward Weston prints bare,

attending workshops, working with galleries, and being published.George has had his images

published in the magazines Black and White Photography, Black and White, Focus, Lenswork, and

Outdoor Photography.By the time George closed his darkroom, he was making very high quality

prints and carried on this quality with digital cameras and inkjet printing, producing some of the

finest inkjet prints made, surprising many traditional 4X5 photographers with the level of

quality.Throughout his life George has been a teacher of medical students & residents, patients, and

fellow photographers. A writer of understandable patient newsletters and handouts, it was a short

step to writing essays on photography. George has bravely tackled the challenging subjects of

aesthetics, seeing, and composing in a style that is clear, practical, and applicable to many.

About 35 years ago, the late great curator of photography at the Museum of Modern Art (MOMA) in

NY, John Szarkowski, published a landmark book called Looking at Photographs. Intended as "... a

picture book, and its ...purpose ...to provide the material for simple delectation" (according to

Szarkowski, from his own introduction to that book), it was, and is, considerably more, giving life to

Szarkowski's always thoughtful ruminations about 100 pictures from MOMA's collection and

food-for-thought for all aspiring photographers. Also around the same time (in 1983, shortly before

his death), Ansel Adams published his Examples: The Making of 40 Photographs, in which the

master provides narratives about each of 40 photographs, engaging readers in the technical and

aesthetic dimensions of photography. These two books are almost always found (typically, and

notably, in excruciating dog-eared form!) on the bookshelves of virtually every photographer who

has bought at least two books on photography!And now - a mere 30 or so years later - comes

another destined-to-be classic in the same mold, George Barr's Why Photographs Work: 52 Great

Images Who Made Them, What Makes Them Special and Why.This is not to say that there have

not been similar "picture books" published in the intervening years. In truth, one could argue that

there are too many, as the quality seldom approaches Szarkowski's and Adams' volumes. Very few

books in this genre approach the simple, understated elegance of Barr's new book; fewer still share

the same attention to detail. And seldom have I seen such a magically diverse and exquisite

collection of photographs that just sing.In what must have been a logistical nightmare of solicitation

and coordination (done entirely by email), George has assembled a veritable What's What of great

images (52 of them, and taken by a veritable Who's Who of today's photographers, though not all



assembled here are well known; though they all will be now that the book is out!)The idea behind

the book is not to discuss "selected images" (as representative "snapshots" used to illustrate a

discourse on some photographer's life's oeuvre); rather the single focus is on simply presenting - in

Szarkowski's "picture book" book fashion - great images and musings about what makes them so

great. And they all are! (great, that is; Kudos to George for his selective eye).The book contains

exactly one image each by 52 photographers; some famous, some becoming so, some obscure

(but clearly on the rise, given the artistry of images). As George states a number of times (and

makes an eloquent case for), there is something about great images that is immediately clear,

without further exposition. Why this is so, a question that is often asked by those deeply interested

interested in photography but who have not yet spent half-a-lifetime looking at and creating images,

is where this book shines, first with George Barr's inspired commentary, followed by the

photographer's own story about how his or her selected image came to be, what their creative

approach consisted of, what technical and/or aesthetic difficulties they had to overcome, and so on.

A brief bio of each photographer is also provided, along with email addresses and website links for

interested readers to continue exploring.The most important part of the book, apart from the

commentary - namely its images - are all nicely presented on the left hand page as you open to a

given photographer's "section" and are reproduced in as large a size as the book size permits

(maximum of about 9 inches longest side), with about an inch margin along the sides. Indeed, with

the typical ~30%  discount over the official list price, it is tempting to purchase two copies, so that

the images from one can be taken out and framed to hang on the wall!Some of the photographers

are familiar to me, either because I've seen their work in magazines and journals, or - in some

cases - I already own a book or two of their photographs; though, in some cases, I had not seen the

particular images displayed in the book. Other photographers I am less familiar with or have not

heard of at all; though, in all such cases, and as a testament to George's aesthetic tastes (in

selecting images for his book) and skills as a photography critic-commentator, I now intend to look

up more of their works! All types of images appear: landscapes, portraits, abstracts, formally

arranged, manipulations. Most are in color, but there is a generous sampling of exquisite black and

white images as well.So, are there one or two "universal" truths that emerge after reading this

wonderful book? Having read the book twice, and perused it a few more, flipping back and forth,

and rereading various sections, two things stand out (though perhaps somewhat implicitly; the

gestalt having been assembled by me rather than as an explicit "lessons learned" that appears in

the book...if I have one minor complaint, it is that I would have liked to read George's take on the

"whole" in a concluding chapter; but his introduction serves the essential purpose): (1) image



simplicity (one or at most a few "main" elements and/or colors) coupled with a mastery of the

complex technical skills necessary for proper presentation (the camera, lens, darkroom, Photoshop,

printer, etc all become "automatic" extensions of the mind/soul of photographer), and (2) mystery

(the best images tend to be the ones we want to return to again and again, and those that we feel

that way about tend to be the ones for which the most open - and interesting - questions remain

lingering in our mind long after we last saw the image). Certainly the book itself qualifies on both

counts (albeit on a slightly "meta" level); I know I will return to it again and again, sure to be

rewarded with fresh insights, new stepping-stones for my own aesthetic journeys and the simple

pleasure of viewing some exquisite photographs.I can see a series of "Why great photographs

work" books appearing in the coming years, as new images - and new talents - emerge. We can

only hope that the publishers, should they decide to launch such a series (I would encourage them

to do so), would see fit to have none other than George Barr behind the helm. George is uniquely

gifted both as a practicing photographer (with over 35 years experience) and as a teacher/author.

There are as many great photographers (who have a hard time explaining how to set a proper f-stop

to a novice) as there are great authors (who are hard-pressed to capture even a "not so great"

photo), but very, very few who are truly great at both. George, with countless images and portfolios

published, and now with three expository books behind him, is in a rarefied class indeed!I believe

that George's new book - Why Photographs Work: 52 Great Images Who Made Them, What Makes

Them Special and Why - will become a "classic" (along the lines of Szarkowski's and Adams' earlier

collections. Anyone interested in why photographs work - and what they can do to improve their own

"eye" and completed images - should have a copy (or two!) on their shelf! Nicely done George!

I thoroughly enjoyed this book, took it a couple of photographs at a time in order to think about what

the author and the individual photographers wrote. Most important for me, I enlarged my thinking

about what I want to do with my own photography.I appreciate the criticism that some of the other

comments make about the extent of (or lack of) technical information, whether or not the

photographs were Ã¢Â€ÂœgreatÃ¢Â€Â• or not, and the like. So much of this is subjective that I

canÃ¢Â€Â™t really hang my hat on that kind of thing; I simply make my own evaluations and in this

instance the book was well done, deserving of the reading I gave it, and in the end, satisfying.I tend

to think that if I were to limit myself to only those photographs that were deemed

Ã¢Â€ÂœgreatÃ¢Â€Â• by others (good luck figuring out which ones to view and study) and books that

fully achieved the promise of their titles or concepts, I wonder what I would end up viewing and

reading after a month or so. There are so few books that actually attain that level, they fit on a single



bookshelf at most. This book may not be great, but it is very good. It is also stimulating enough for

me to wait for the authorÃ¢Â€Â™s next offering.

This book is about analyzing images by other photographers from the author's points of view, while

the author himself appears to be an amateur photographer or the like. The book idea is a bit

strange, because everyone has different view about a photo image and how the views of one man

should be gathered and published into a big heavy volumn is quite odd. I hate to say that the book

is about being so smart after the fact, and it may just entice people to copy what have been done. A

lot of the well known images have been talked over by the photographers who took them. It has little

value to beginners who want to learn some basics and to advanced amateurs who want to enhance

their art creation. But it's fair to say that gathering images and essays from over 50 photographers is

an extraordinary effort, it takes a lot of patience and hard work just to put them together into a book.

The sheer effort and determination of the author well deserve respect.

To begin with, 5 stars for the chutzpah of this effort!! Which, for the most part, is a vision realized.

There was bound to be disagreement on the choices of the "great images" (I can think of any

number of others from Michael Kenna, for instance) but that's the nature of the beast, given the

expanse of photographic art. I'm also impressed with the quality of the reproductions, and the

inclusion of the photographer's perspective. If there is a nit to pick, I was looking for more detailed

analyses of the how and why of the magic, perhaps along the lines of a Richard Zakia treatment, but

that would be a whole different book. This, in the meantime, is one to savor, and one for the ages.
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